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EVOLUTION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Examination of the population of small bodies – their 
numbers, orbital distributions, masses and compositions –
leads to the understanding that the Solar System has been 
a vast “mixing bowl”. The motions and gravity fields of the 
large planets have dispersed and then corralled many 
small bodies in orbital groupings in their vicinity, while 
others have been forced inward to encounter the 
terrestrial planets, shunted to outer regions, or scattered 
out of the planetary disk. Studies of small bodies on a 
macroscopic scale - measuring their orbits, distribution, 
and physical properties - reveals this evolutionary history 
of the planets having migrated in their positions and the 
effects this has had on the early Earth, Moon, and other 
planetary bodies. 



RELEVANT TARGETS AND PROJECTS

• Asteroids: Where are they now, where did they come from? (NEO 
Survey, Planetary Radar, Psyche, NEOWise, Space-based Survey)

• Comets: How did they reach their current reservoirs? Where did 
they begin? (Comet Sample Return, Deep Impact, Space-based 
Survey)

• Outer planet region planetesimals: Did the Jupiter Trojan 
asteroids originate near Jupiter’s orbit or farther out in the Solar 
System? What can the Trojan asteroids tell us about the era of 
planetary migration and large scale material transport in the Solar 
System? (Lucy?)

• Trans-Neptunian Objects and Centaurs (New Horizons)
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A critical part of understanding the history of the small bodies in the Solar System, and hence the history of the Solar System itself, is understanding exactly what is present. Size-frequency distributions, inventory, and distributions of chemical and spectral properties of astronomical objects have to be known before they can be explained, and knowledge of the existence of these bodies is a zeroth-order requirement. 



CURRENT GOALS DOCUMENT HIGH-LEVEL TEXT

• 1.3.1. Use experimental, theoretical, and observational studies to understand 
the processes that alter orbits, including the Yarkovsky effect, resonances, 
planetary encounters, planetary migration, and other effects.

• 1.3.2. Combine theoretical and observational techniques to examine how the 
current distribution of small bodies evolved.

• 1.3.3. Tie dynamical evolution to chemical composition.

• 1.3.4. Use the surface ages of small bodies determined by studies of crater 
density, surface morphology, spectral reflectance and other remote sensing 
techniques, and the cosmic-ray exposure ages of meteorites and returned 
samples to determine the most recent dynamical history of these objects.

• 1.3.5. Use the observed distribution of small bodies in the Solar System to 
understand the possible pathways of dynamical evolution in other planetary 
systems.



QUESTIONS/PROCESSES CURRENTLY COVERED 

• Measure orbital elements and things that may affect them for small bodies

• Volatile jetting that can drive changes in cometary orbits 

• the Yarkovsky effect /YORP

• Planetary resonances

• Close encounters with planetary bodies

• Planetary migration

• Measurements of size, shape, albedo, density, and other properties that can affect evolution 

• What chemical gradients exist, and do those reflect initial conditions or subsequent 
evolution? 

• Isotopic compositions

• Bombardment by meteoroids and micrometeoroids and of solar and galactic charged 
particles 



POSSIBLE UPDATES

Did we miss anything?



IF YOU’D LIKE TO HELP REVIEW + 
REVISE, PLEASE LET US KNOW!
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